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Cosmic star formation rate density (CSFRD)

The fractional contribution of 
(proto-)cluster progenitors to 
the total CSFRD is only
1% at z=0 but it increases to 
20% at z=2 and 50% at z=10. 

In the cosmic noon (1<z<4), 
the universe and clusters form 
50% and 75% of their total 
stellar masses, respectively.

Chiang et al. (2017)

Importance of proto-clusters
in the cosmological context

fraction

comoving density

N-body + SAM

Proto-clusters are increasingly
more important at higher redshifts.



4 narrow-band filters 7 narrow-band filtersz = 2

Suprime-Cam (optical; 34’x27’) MOIRCS (NIR; 7’x4’)

Wide-Field Survey of Line Emitters ([OII], [OIII], Hα) of
14 known clusters at 0.4<z<3.6 and major general fields (CANDELS)

(PI: Kodama, T.)

FWHMs correspond to �1500-2000km/s

1. Nearly a complete sample of SFGs down to a certain line flux limit. (no pre-selection)
2. Redshifts are determined within a narrow slice only by imaging.
3. Less affected by dust extinction compared to UV-selected SFGs such as LAEs/LBGs.
4. Known redshifts/line fluxes are extremely useful for follow-up observations,

such as NIR spectroscopy and ALMA line observations. 

Advantages of NB-selected SFGs (HAEs, O3Es)

~20 ninghts for imaging

MAHALO−Subaru
MApping HAlpha and Lines of Oxygen with Subaru



~23 nights for imaging, ~15 nights for spectroscopy

MApping HAlpha and Lines of Oxygen with Subaru
Unique sample of NB-selected SF galaxies across environments and cosmic times
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Kodama et al. (2013)

MAHALO−Subaru



Panoramic narrow-band imaging by MAHALO-Subaru
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densest “super-group”

Shimakawa et al. (2017)

Mdyn=1014 Msun

A Rich Proto-Cluster
USS1558-003 at z=2.53
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Subaru/MOIRCS, NB2315 (Hα) imaging

107 Hα emitters across the 4’x7’ field



Enhanced SF (/AGN) activity in the densest
“super-group” of the proto-cluster USS1558 at z=2.53

(b5th<150kpc)

USS1558 (z=2.53)
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Inter-group Super-groupShimakawa et al. (2017)

�There are some other works which do not see any
environmental dependence on the MS diagram.



Evolution of integrated SFRs and
growth of dynamical mass in cluster cores

Shimakawa et al. (2014b)

Identification of the progenitors of rich clusters and member galaxies in rapid formation at z>2 5

Figure 3. (a) Integrated SFRs in the cluster cores, ΣSFR, nor-
malized with the cluster dynamical masses (upper panel) and (b)
cluster dynamical masses (lower panel) are plotted as a func-
tion of redshift. The open diamonds show the measurements for
the Mahalo-Subaru cluster sample including this work, calculated
within R200 of each cluster (Koyama et al. 2010, 2011; Hayashi et
al. 2011; Tadaki et al. 2012). The filled diamonds indicate the val-
ues within 0.5×R200 to match the definition with other previous
measurements for a direct comparison. The previous works for 8
clusters at z=0.1–0.9 are shown by squares (Finn et al. 2005).
The grey and open squares separate those clusters according to
their dynamical masses as shown in the lower panel. Note that
SFRs are measured from Hα line strengths for all the clusters
except for the z=1.46 and z=1.62 clusters which are based on
[Oii] lines. Note also that R200 is not fully covered for the z=0.81
cluster. The cluster mass of J0218 cluster at z=1.62 is adopted
from Tanaka et al. (2010). The red dotted curve shows a relation
as a function of redshift scaling as (1+z)6. In the lower panel, the
red line and the pink zone show the typical mass growth history
of massive cluster haloes with 1–2×1015M⊙ predicted by theo-
retical models (Shimizu et al. 2012; Chiang et al. 2013). The pink
zone corresponds to ±1σ scatter around the median values.

red line and the pink zone show the mass growth history of
massive cluster haloes predicted by cosmological simulations
(Shimizu et al. 2012; Chiang et al. 2013). The data points
show the measurements of dynamical masses of real clusters
used for comparison. It turns out that our proto-clusters
at z>2 have large enough masses to be consistent with the
progenitors of the most massive class of clusters like Coma.
The lower-z clusters shown with filled squares also follow
the same mass growth curve. Therefore we argue that we
are comparing the right ancestors with right descendants,
and the redshift variation of the mass-normalized SFRs seen
in the upper panel can be seen as the intrinsic cosmic SF
history of the most massive class of clusters.

In this Letter, we have presented the kinematical struc-
tures of the two richest proto-clusters at z>2, and extended
the cosmic evolution of ΣSFR/Mcl back to z>2 or 11 Gyrs
ago, based on the intensive multi-object NIR spectroscopy
of the NB selected star-forming galaxies. In our forthcom-
ing Paper II (in preparation), we will discuss the physical
properties of these galaxies (such as gaseous metallicities,
ionizing states, and dust extinction) using the multi emis-

sion line diagnostics, and compare them with those in the
general field at similar redshifts.
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Rapid increase of
integrated SFR

per unit cluster mass
with increasing z

Numerical simulations
suggest that

these proto-clusters will
grow to ~1015M� clusters

by the present-dayOur samples are tracking a typical mass growth
history of Coma-class rich clusters.



Inside-out growth (quenching) of galaxy clusters
revealed by 

: passive red galaxy

: normal SF galaxy

: dusty SF / AGN

z = 0 

z ~ 0.5 

z ~ 1 

z ~ 2 

Illustrated by Yusei Koyama

ΣSFR(R<R200) / M200 ~ (1+z)6

(Shimakawa et al. 2014)

MAHALO-Subaru



Galaxy Resolved Anatomy with CO Interferometry 
And Submm observations with ALMA

Mapping/resolving molecular gas and dust contents of high-z SF galaxies
at 1.5<z<2.5 across various environments

CO line @ Band-3 (~100GHz) SFR~50M�/yr (~3hrs, 5σ)

Dust continuum@ Band-6,7,9 (450 μm–1.1 mm)

Spatial resolution: 0.2~1.5”  (~1.5-12 kpc)

SFR~15M�/yr (~0.5hr, 5σ)
@1<z<3

fgas and SFE(=SFR/Mgas) are essential quantities to characterize the mode of SF.

GRACIAS−ALMA
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ALMA status

done (CO/dust)

done (CO/dust)
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z~1.5

z~2.5



1 hour integration x 3 pointings, beam size=1.79” x 1.41”
Noise level ~ 0.11 mJy/beam (in Dv = 200 km/s)

[OII] emission-line galaxies

cluster 
center

Hayashi et al. (2017)

(z=1.46)

z~1.5

2 arcmin



1 hour integration x 3 pointings, beam size=1.79” x 1.41”
Noise level ~ 0.11 mJy/beam (in Dv = 200 km/s)

[OII] emission-line galaxies

cluster 
center

Hayashi et al. (2017)

CO(2-1) emission 
lines detected from
17 member galaxies

(z=1.46)

cluster 
center

a void of ALMA sources

z~1.5



CO(2-1) emission lines from 17 cluster members

Hayashi et al. 
(2017)

XCS2215 cluster (z=1.46) (>1010Msun)
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Gas rich galaxies seem to be recently accreted galaxies.

Hayashi et al. (2017)

Cluster phase space diagram
XCS2215 cluster (z=1.46)

z~1.5

Void !

Recently accreted!



t = Mgas / SFRfgas = Mgas /  (Mstar + Mgas)

Gas mass fraction (fgas) and depletion time scale (t)

lower gas fraction
in the cluster core 

lower gas fraction

longer time scale

XCS2215 cluster (z=1.46)

flat

Hayashi et al. (2017)

Mgas with Tacconi et al. (2018) recipe.

z~1.5



dust
M(gas)
M(stars)

dust

Genzel et al. (2015)

PdBI

Field galaxies at 0.1<z<2:
fgas and τdep (1/SFE) and as a function of Δ(MS)

Both are equally contributing to enhancement/quenching.
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See also COLDGASS project (Saintonge et al. 2011) for similar trend at z~0



Horizontal lines: Scaling relation by Tacconi et al. (2018) for field galaxies (SFR, M*)

Environmental dependence?

higher gas fraction?

longer time scale?

longer time scale?

fgas = Mgas /  (Mstar + Mgas) t = Mgas / SFR Hayashi et al. (2017)

z~1.5 XCS2215 cluster (z=1.46)



� ALMA CO(3-2) detections
� non detections

ALMA Band-3 observations of z=2-2.5 proto-clusters
(all around HzRGs)

+ 4C23.56 (z=2.48)
PKS1138 (z=2.16) USS1558 (z=2.53)

Tadaki et al. (2018)

Beam size = 59” diameter



fgas / fgas, scaling τdep / τdep, scalinglog SFR

log Mstar

main sequence

Environmental dependence?
z~2.5

larger gas fraction

Larger gas fraction in proto-cluster galaxies compared to the general field due
to the efficient cold gas accretion towards the intersections of the filaments?

detection bias

slight offset?

Tadaki et al. (2018)

detection bias

Horizontal lines: Scaling relation by Tacconi et al. (2018) for field galaxies (SFR, M*)



� LAEs
� HAEs

Suprime-Cam (34’ x 27’) − NB429 (Lyα)

MOIRCS (7’ x 4’) − NB2315 (Hα)Shimakawa et al. (2017)

Dual NB emitter survey (Lyα, Hα)  of a proto-cluster at z=2.5

Dual emitters (LAE&HAE) avoid the dense clumps!
à Dense cores are enshrouded by HI gas fed by cold streams?

LAE&HAE

USS1558 (z=2.53)

USS1558 (z=2.53)

HAE only



Not transparent� ���

cold gas

Proto-cluster core Field

Low Lyα/Hα ratios of galaxies in the cluster core à HI gas is associated

Shimakawa
et al. (2017)

C
old gas accretion

through filam
ents

Lyα is scattered and
attenuated by HI gas

Hα can penetrate
through the HI gas

USS1558 (z=2.5)

Dual NB
Survey

(Lyα + Hα)



Summary
Ø Mahalo-Subaru has been mapping LSSs around distant clusters

at high redshifts and revealing star formation histories in clusters,
such as the boosting of SF in a proto-cluster core (z~2.5) and the
inside-out quenching of SF at z<2.

Ø Gracias-ALMA is now detecting gas/ISM within the SFGs and its
environmental dependence, such as higher gas fraction in proto-
cluster cores (z>1.5), which may trigger high SF activities. Will
resolve internal structures of galaxies and witness physical
processes in action with high resolution observations.

Ø These results can be interpreted by abundant gas associated to
proto-cluster core fed by cold streams.


